
Annex 9 
 
Procedure for working with III-V materials 
 
The risk for III-V contamination in the KN cleanroom is particle generation by chipping/breaking of III-V wafers and 
contact with physisorbed III-V’s (e.g. As on the back of III-V grown samples). 
We can distinguish three categories areas where dust particles can be generated:  
1. Spots where always particles are generated in the process, like dicing and breaking of substrates. In these areas 
local exhaust is present to prevent particles moving into the cleanroom air stream. 
2. General sample handling areas with risk of breaking of substrates or chipping of sharp edges. As III-V wafers are 
very brittle handling is very delicate. For this reason a dedicated protocol for working with III-V’s is made (see 
below).  
3. Areas where surface is in contact with backside of III-V grown samples. 
 
Protocol for working with III-V materials 
This protocol needs to signed for agreement by all those working with III-V’s. Please hand over the singed 
document to one of the KN staff members. 
- Use dedicated boxes marked with a label containing user name and text “III/V materials”. Ask KN-staff to get 

this box. 
- Use dedicated tweezers with plastic or carbon tips and keep them in their own package. Execption is PE-CVD 

where metal tweezers should be used. 
- Take care when using gel-pak boxes because of risk of wafer breakage of III/V wafers 
- Breaking is only allowed in exhausted bench for scribing and breaking in TU09. 
- Disposal of waste material (also dicing tape with residual material)  is in dedicated “III-V and Si” waste bins.  
- Use double gloves and dispose the upper pair after use. Dispose gloves and tissues is a residual waste bin. 
- Use substrate carriers, Al foil or wipes under your samples where possible. For SEM use dedicated stubs or 

holders.  
- In case you cannot user an intermediate, clean the exposed surface by IPA wiping.  

NB: For EBPG substrate holders IPA wiping is not allowed and a special procedure with a mini-vacuum cleaner 
applies. The EBPG alignment microscope however should be cleaned by wiping. 

- Seal your sample boxes for transport out of the cleanroom. 
- In case of accidental breakage warn the KN staff to clean up the area (using HEPA filtered vacuum cleaner). In 

off-hours when no staff is present press the evacuation alarm in case of risk to other users.  
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